One System Does It All!

The Problem:

Today’s libraries and information centers have more variety and volume of soft-cover and unbound materials to store and retrieve than ever before...special interest newsletters, legal and regulatory reports, research publications, annual reports, abstracts and more and more periodical titles...in effect, a geometric increase in the volume of information to be retained and retrieved. Today’s users demand and need it all!

The Solution:

Library personnel are frustrated with piling, binding and boxing materials! These methods are high on storage and low on access! Oblique ends these headaches with its unique combination of suspended file design and unique indexing. Our gravity based system prevents “slumping” and our three levels of integrated color accented indexing makes finding materials fast. From pamphlets and periodicals to maps and posters, Oblique has the sizes and styles to fit your needs. In fact, we have been successfully solving problems in libraries for over 25 years. Call for a list of references.
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Magazines of all types and sizes are easily organized. Oblique eliminates binding past issues, or using "mag boxes", which waste space and limit access.

Newsletters on every conceivable subject are easily accessed and refilled.

Newspaper collections have always been a challenge. Oblique allows you to file instead of pile!

Clippings and other loose materials are easily integrated into your collection, saving time and space.

Maps, posters and other oversize materials are protected and accessed without the need for expensive, space-consuming drawers.

Telephone directories, annual reports and other perfect-bound materials are easier to store and retrieve in Oblique box-base style compartments.

Oblique’s suspended, continuously linked compartments keep loose and soft-cover materials organized, upright and compact. At the heart of the system is Tri-Optic Indexing™...providing three levels of color-matched indexing, allowing you to accurately locate needed materials. Use alphabetic, numeric, subject, date or any other preferred coding.

With Oblique you save space, speed access and improve information availability...dramatically!